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ore than 170 years ago, Frédéric Bastiat
noted in his masterly work Economic
Sophisms that the “opposition to free
trade rests upon errors, or, if you prefer, upon half-truths.”1 Ever since Adam
Smith successfully replaced mercantilist orthodoxy with free
trade doctrine in his celebrated book The Wealth of Nations,
free trade critics have repeatedly challenged the doctrine, offering half-truths to bolster their case. In each instance, free
trade advocates have successfully exposed the falsehood of
arguments made by critics. Although free trade has gained
increasing acceptance among policymakers over time, challenges to it have remained omnipresent.
The latest of these challenges has manifested itself in increased tariffs on steel and aluminum in the United States
and on a number of selected products in India. At the heart
of these tariff hikes has been the belief that through targeted
protection and industrial policy, governments can produce
outcomes that are superior to those that free trade and competition would produce.2 Intellectual inspiration for this
belief in recent decades has come from writings of a group
of influential scholars who have interpreted the experiences
of the highly successful East Asian “tiger” economies—Hong
Kong, Singapore, South Korea, and Taiwan—during the early
decades following the Second World War and of China during more recent decades as being the result of selective protection and industrial targeting.

Systematic evidence, however, demonstrates that free
trade rather than selective protection and industrial policy must be credited with propelling these economies to
miracle-level growth. Just as Bastiat observed, the case
made by free trade critics in favor of industrial policy and
selective protection is based on half-truths. Contrary to the
assertions by these critics, a logical case for infant industry
protection does not exist. Moreover, compelling empirical
evidence linking trade openness causally to higher per capita incomes is now available.

A QUICK HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

In the immediate aftermath of the Second World War,
there was consensus among economists and policymakers
that economic recovery in industrial countries required progressive opening of trade among them. Simultaneously, it was
agreed that newly independent developing countries needed
protection so that they could industrialize by substituting
domestic output for imported manufactures. The former
idea led to the signing of the General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade (GATT), which became the vehicle for progressive
liberalization of trade among industrial countries. The latter
idea led to the grant of special and differential treatment to
developing countries within the GATT framework. During
the early decades following the Second World War, these
countries got full freedom to protect their industries.
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The idea that import substitution industrialization (ISI)
was the right policy for the newly independent developing
countries had its origins in the assumption that their comparative advantage lay in primary products and that exports
of these products could not serve as the engine of growth.
The reason was that both income and price elasticities of
demand for these products were low. Low income elasticity
meant that over time, rising incomes in industrial countries
would shift global demand away from these products and
thus shift the terms of trade against them. Low price elasticity meant that any efforts by developing countries themselves
to expand exports through increased investment or enhanced
productivity would lead to a sharp decline in primary product
prices, resulting in reduced export revenues.
These logically correct arguments led economists and
policymakers to the conclusion that faster growth required
industrialization, and hence, protection. The “infant industry” argument was then invoked to impart intellectual legitimacy to protection for industry. Thus, in the immediate
aftermath of the Second World War, virtually all developing
economies wound up embracing import substitution. Only
Hong Kong, which the British had owned and maintained as
a free port, remained a free trading entity.
Interestingly, however, by the early 1960s, Singapore,
Taiwan, and South Korea broke away from this consensus.
Having completed the substitution of domestic output for
imports of labor-intensive products, they were faced with
choosing between extending import substitution to more
capital-intensive products or expanding further into laborintensive products by switching to export expansion. Recognizing the small size of the domestic market, they opted
for the latter strategy and became progressively outwardoriented. The strategy proved an unqualified success. They
could achieve increases in per capita incomes and reductions
in poverty in three decades what Western industrial economies had taken more than a century to achieve.
The success of these economies exposed a key flaw in the
model on which the original consensus in favor of ISI was
based. By conceptualizing the economy as consisting of only
two sectors—primary products and industry—the model ended up arguing that ISI offered the only road to industrialization. What the experience of the East Asian tigers revealed
was that the industrial sector was not a monolith but a collection of many products, of which some were labor-intensive
and others capital-intensive. It was therefore possible for
labor-abundant developing countries to industrialize by specializing in and exporting labor-intensive industrial products
while importing capital-intensive ones.3

Comparative studies of East Asian tiger economies and
economies that remained wedded to ISI, such as India,
Mexico, and Egypt, were carried out during the 1970s and
early 1980s, which led to a complete turnaround in the conventional wisdom. Economists such as Bela Balassa, Jagdish
Bhagwati, Anne Krueger, and Ian Little concluded that openness to trade was as desirable for developing countries as for
developed countries. In the following years, these economists emerged as influential proponents of industrialization
and development through outward-oriented policies.
Influenced by this new conventional wisdom, and also under pressure from U.S. president Ronald Reagan, who firmly
believed in the efficacy of open markets, the International
Monetary Fund and the World Bank went on to aggressively
promote trade liberalization in developing countries during
the 1980s. Predictably, the turnaround in academic opinion
in favor of free trade and its embrace by influential international financial institutions produced a reaction from proprotection forces. This reaction found expression in what
has been called a revisionist interpretation of the experiences
of the East Asian tiger economies. Political scientists Alice
Amsden and Robert Wade argued that the success of South
Korea and Taiwan, respectively, was the result of cleverly designed industrial policies and selective protection.4 Economists Dani Rodrik and Ha-Joon Chang later voiced their
agreement with Amsden and Wade.5
Although pro–free trade economists such as Bhagwati
and Little have challenged some of the arguments of revisionists, a systematic response to the latter and a full-scale
defense of free trade as the engine of growth and poverty alleviation in developing countries has been lacking. This is the
task I undertake in my book Free Trade and Prosperity.6 In the
following, I offer some flavor of the book by exposing a number of myths spread by revisionists. The first myth relates to
the superiority of the ISI approach to development, taking
developing countries as a whole. The remaining myths relate
to the experiences of fast-growing developing economies,
most notably those of South Korea and Taiwan.

MYTH 1: THE YEARS 1960–1973
REPRESENT THE GOLDEN AGE OF
GROWTH IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

Writing in 1999, Rodrik argued that taken together, developing countries grew the fastest during 1960–1973 when
they followed inward-looking, import-substitution industrialization policies.7 Later, Chang forcefully echoed this
argument in his 2007 book.8 But there are three serious
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problems with the thesis.
First, factually, developing countries as a group did not
grow the fastest during 1960–1973. As Table 1 makes amply
clear, developing countries have grown the fastest during the
decades following 1990. This was the period during which
these countries came to genuinely embrace and own liberal
policies instead of being forced into accepting them by international financial institutions in return for access to financial resources. At the time Rodrik wrote, he may have lacked
these data, but by 2007, when Chang published his book,
available evidence was loud and clear.
Second, had Rodrik gone into individual-country details,
he would have found that even during 1960–1973, the fastestgrowing economies were those that had embraced outwardoriented policies. I have already mentioned the four East
Asian tiger economies, which grew at rates ranging from 8 to
10 percent during this period. But even Brazil, a much larger
country that saw its growth accelerate during this period, had
brought down its tariffs and devalued its currency multiple
times to correct for overvaluation of the latter.
Finally, the OECD countries had grown significantly faster
during 1960–1973 than during post-1990 decades. As such,
developing-country growth during the earlier period received
a boost from OECD growth. Similar pull-up effect had been
missing from the post-1990 period. Instead, the impetus for
growth in developing countries during this period came from
their own economic policies, including trade liberalization.

MYTH 2: INDUSTRIAL POLICY, INCLUDING
SELECTIVE PROTECTION, WAS BEHIND THE
SUCCESS OF EAST ASIAN TIGER ECONOMIES

This is the key claim made by free trade critics, which has
given an edge to continued advocacy of protection by many.
But consider the experience of South Korea. As Table 2 shows,
the country grew at an annual average rate of 9.1 percent during the decade 1963–1973 compared with 4.2 percent during

Table 1

Growth in developing and OECD countries
Period

Growth rate
Developing

High-income OECD

1961–1975

2.9

3.6

1976–1994

2.1

2.3

1995–2013

4.2

1.4

1961–1973

2.9

4.2

1974–1990

1.9

2.3

1991–2013

4.0

1.4

1954–1962 and 6.9 percent during 1974–1982. Years 1954–1962
are identified with import substitution, while years 1963–1972
saw South Korea adopt an export-oriented strategy. This latter decade was characterized by policies that were sectorally
neutral. Selective industry promotion was limited to cement,
fertilizer, and petroleum refining in the early 1960s and to steel
and petrochemicals in the late 1960s and early 1970s. Calculations by Larry Westphal show that when the economy-wide
implications of all interventions are considered, the policy regime exhibited a slight bias in favor of exports relative to what
would have prevailed under free trade.9 Among other things,
neutrality gave rise to growth of sectors no one had predicted:
wigs and human hair exports, entirely absent until 1963, came
to account for 10.1 percent of Korean exports by 1970.
When critics claim success for industrial targeting, they
entirely eschew the discussion of the crucial decade of
1963–1973. Instead, they focus on the following decade, in
which Korea did engage in a heavy and chemical industry
(HCI) drive. But the growth rate during 1974–1982 actually
fell to 6.9 percent. Moreover, toward the end of this period,
the economy faced serious macroeconomic instability, culminating in the abandonment of the HCI drive and the restoration of a neutral policy regime. That in turn returned the
country to 8.7 percent growth during 1983–1995. Chang has

Table 2

Average annual growth rates in South Korea
Period

GDP

Per capita GDP

Exports of constantprice goods and
services

Imports of constantprice goods and
services

1954–1962

4.2

1.3

13.9

5.2

1963–1973

9.1

8.5

32.1

21.4

1974–1982

6.9

5.1

14.0

12.2

1983–1995

8.7

7.6

12.6

13.5

1996–2008

4.4

3.8

12.4

8.5
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claimed that the policy was nevertheless successful because
industries promoted under the HCI drive eventually became
profitable. But this amounts to a post hoc fallacy. After a decade of rapid growth and near double-digit annual increases
in real wages, South Korea had been becoming more and
more labor-scarce and capital-abundant. Therefore, capitalintensive sectors promoted under HCI would have emerged
even absent the HCI drive. What the HCI drive did was to
advance that process by a few years. To legitimately claim his
case, Chang must demonstrate that the benefits of advancing
the process exceeded its costs.10

MYTH 3: EXPORT EXPANSION CANNOT BE
CREDITED WITH CATALYZING GROWTH
BECAUSE IT FOLLOWED, RATHER THAN
LED, THE ACCELERATION IN GDP GROWTH

Rodrik has argued that expansion in exports in Korea and
Taiwan actually followed acceleration in growth. Therefore,
expansion could not have catalyzed growth. There are two
counterarguments here. First, even if the catalyst to growth
was domestic in nature, it is highly unlikely that these countries could have sustained 8 to 10 percent growth for several
decades without a massive expansion of exports. For example, in South Korea, exports expanded from just 5 percent of
the GDP in 1965 to more than 20 percent by 1972, and imports rose from 10 percent to more than 25 percent of GDP
over the same period. By the time South Korea seriously got
down to targeted promotion of HCI, it was already a highly
open economy.
Second, and far more important, Rodrik is wrong about
his claim that exports were not a catalyst to growth. His error lies in the failure to disaggregate the total exports into its
components. The shift in GDP growth to more than 8 percent
in 1963 from less than 5 percent in the prior years had been preceded by a gradual shift in policy toward reducing anti-export
and pro-import-substitution bias in policy. The first major step
in this direction in 1959 eliminated tariffs exporters paid on
inputs contained in their exports. In the early 1960s, exporters also got exemption from indirect taxes. By the late 1950s,
the exchange rate had also become considerably overvalued.
Devaluation of domestic currency from 65 won per dollar to
100 won per dollar in January 1961 and to 130 won per dollar in
February 1962 brought it closer to the market rate. The government also worked toward removing infrastructure-related
barriers to trade, especially at ports.
These measures produced a salutary effect on the exports
of manufactures during the early 1960s. Between 1961 and

1964, they grew at the average annual rate of 87.9 percent per
annum. This rate was higher than in any other subsequent
four-year period. Over the same period, the share of manufactures exports in the total exports rose from 21.9 percent
to 62.3 percent. Total exports mask this major structural shift
in exports. Moreover, because primary product exports performed poorly during the early 1960s, total exports also give
the misleading impression that exports were unimportant to
the shift in the growth rate beginning in 1963. This point applies equally to Taiwan.

MYTH 4: EXPORTS WERE TOO TINY TO
HAVE BEEN THE ENGINE OF GROWTH

Rodrik has also argued that in the first half of 1960s, exports
as a proportion of GDP were too small to serve as the engine
of growth in South Korea and Taiwan. Although plausible on
the surface, this argument, too, fails to withstand close scrutiny. There are two problems with the argument. First, even if
export sales were small in relation to the GDP, the total sales
of exportable products were not. The latter include domestic
sales of export products. When profitability of exports rises
and sales of export products are diverted from domestic to
foreign markets, domestic prices of those products rise, making domestic sales profitable as well. Therefore, the pull effect
of export incentives works not just on exports but on domestic sales of export products as well. Reinforcing this factor is
the ability of efficient export firms to exploit scale economies.
Vastness of the export markets enables these firms to rapidly expand and lower production costs, which in turn enables
them to expand domestic sales.
Second, as Bhagwati has pointed out, improved export
incentives such as duty-free entry of inputs used in exports,
exemption from indirect taxes, and elimination of overvaluation of the exchange rate enhance the profitability of not
just existing export products but also potential export products.11 Sufficiently large export incentives may turn many
nontraded but tradable products—and even imported products—into export products. For example, wigs and human
hair were entirely absent from South Korea’s export basket
until 1963. But by 1970, they came to account for 10.1 percent
of its total exports. Similarly, Taiwan exported no electrical
machinery and appliances until 1959. They made their debut
in 1960 and came to account for 12.3 percent of Taiwan’s vastly expanded total exports by 1970. Clothing and footwear had
expanded from 0.8 to 2.6 percent of the total exports during
the import-substitution phase from 1952 to 1960, but they
shot up to 16.8 percent in 1970.
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MYTH 5: SUCCESS OF TAIWAN AND SOUTH
KOREA IS PROOF THAT INTERVENTIONS
HELPED, RATHER THAN HURT, GROWTH

In his book on Taiwan, Wade offers a catalog of government interventions, big and small, without a coherent explanation of how they added up to the growth miracle and
whether these interventions would have led to the miracle
without the policies identified as important by advocates of
outward-oriented strategy. He makes repeated references to
the government acting strategically in specific contexts, but
without articulating a “strategic action” model of economic
development that he could recommend to other countries.
The bottom line he offers is this:
The fact of big leadership or big followership does
not mean that government intervention has been effective in promoting economic growth; it only means
that government intervention cannot be dismissed as
having made a negligible difference to outcomes. But
the balance of presumption must be that government
industrial policies, including sectoral ones, helped
more than they hindered. To argue otherwise is to suggest that economic performance would have been still
more exceptional with less intervention, which is simply less plausible than the converse.12
This statement illustrates in sharp relief how revisionists set a very low standard when it comes to providing the
proof of their own thesis in comparison to what they demand
from free trade advocates.13 More important, they shy away
from asking critical questions that may lead them to an answer they may not like. This is the point Little made when
he responded to Wade’s claim in these terms: “Since the less
interventionist Hong Kong, Singapore, and Taiwan grew
faster than Korea, it is unclear why Wade thinks it simply less
plausible that less intervention would have been better, given
also the widespread failure of government industrial policies
elsewhere. I find it simply more plausible that Korea grew
fast despite its industrial policies, than because of them.”14
Echoes of the argument made by Wade can also be heard

in the argument made by Rodrik and Chang to explain the
more recent successes of China and India. Like Wade, Rodrik
argues that because numerous government interventions remain present in China, its experience does not support the
case of trade liberalization. Chang goes a step further by arguing that China and India succeeded because they refused
to wear a free trade straitjacket. But liberalization in the early
1980s had already placed China on a 10 percent growth trajectory. If protection and interventions that still remained were
behind this success, further liberalization should have hurt its
growth. But it was precisely through sustained liberalization,
culminating in its entry into the World Trade Organization in
2001, that China sustained its high growth. Likewise, it took
the dismantling of a large number of interventions for India
to finally see its economy grow at an 8 percent rate beginning
in 2003. Subsequently, as it suspended the process of import
liberalization after 2007 and returned to more interventionist policies during 2009 to 2014, its growth suffered.

CONCLUSION

History forcefully demonstrates the power of openness
to trade. Between 1960 and 1990, East Asian tiger economies
succeeded in achieving increases in per capita income that
Western industrial economies took a century to achieve.
Their growth also led to the elimination of abject poverty
despite no significant redistributive social programs. During 1980 to 2010, China has achieved the same success for
its much larger population by shedding its Mao Zedong–era
autarkic policies and giving greater play to markets. Today,
India is poised to achieve something similar for its equally
large population, provided it does not descend back into its
failed illiberal external and internal policies. Lessons from
the experiences of these countries apply equally to the developed world. The United States, in particular, must weigh
the harmful long-term consequences of its recent turn to
protectionism. It should not forget that in the medium to
long term, a tax on imports is a tax on exports even when
partner countries do not retaliate. When partner countries
retaliate, the damage compounds.
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